The Worldwide Embedded Linux Conference 2007, the world’s premiere forum for embedded Linux developers, will be held by the CE Linux Forum for three days on April 17-19, in Silicon Valley. Developers of embedded Linux and associated software from around the world will join in broad-ranging technical discussions in the open source community style on topics such as the latest development perspectives and projects for expanded development. The conference will be a unique opportunity for the exchange of ideas on improvements to be made in embedded software system development, and to explore or strengthen ties among developers. There will be opportunities to exchange information freely not only among digital home appliance specialists but also with embedded system developers from all sectors. Registration for the conference is open to the public, and everyone is invited to submit presentation proposals.

To register for the conference and/or to submit a proposal for presentation, go to:

http://www.celinux.org/elc2007/

What is the CE Linux Forum?

The CE Linux Forum is a non-profit organization (complying with California state laws) established in 2003 under the leadership of Matsushita Electric Industrial Co., Ltd. and Sony Corporation to create an international community for open source software developers. Since then, the Forum has played an active and leading role in making Linux an invaluable shared resource for embedded devices. Some of the common themes that have occupied Forum members in this pursuit include reduction of system size, minimization of booting/shut-down times, compatibility with a variety of CPU architectures, reduction of power consumption and the development of middleware. Although CE stands for Consumer Electronics, the Forum does not confine its activities to a narrow definition and aims to address all areas of embedded system development. The Forum also maintains close ties to the other organizations to contribute to the expansion of the Linux world. Benefiting from the nature of open sources, engineers of the highest caliber work together within the CE Linux Forum, without regard to corporate boundaries and national borders.

CE Linux Forum Contact Information

http://www.celinuxforum.org/
(Most of the resources in this site are publicized for use by any embedded engineers.)

CE Linux Forum
3855 SW 153rd Drive
Beaverton, Oregon 97006 USA

Telephone: +1-503-619-0655
Facsimile: +1-503-644-6708
E-mail: office@celinuxforum.org (English only)
pr-asia@celinuxforum.org (Japanese acceptable)
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